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Motivation Ridgecrest Puerto Rico

Is real-time discrimination of foreshock and aftershock sequences
possible?

In a recent study, Gulia and Wiemer, 2019, reported a 95%
success rate using high-resolution near-source b-value time-series.

Decades of work have tried to do this, why might this work?
b-values are a 'stress-probe', if a larger earthquake is still to come,

the stress might still be elevated. Gulia and Wiemer, 2018, show that particularly in
the near field (<3km) aftershocks feature higher b-values (smaller events on average)

consistent with low stresses.

There is a long tradition of laboratory experiments, and catalog statistics pointing to
similar results. Closure on the topic has been elusive because of catalog quality.

Gulia and Wiemer, 2019, attribute high success rates to high-resolution, low
completeness catalogs.

Convinced? Not so quick...

The 95% success rate includes only two sequences with foreshocks.
b-value time series have tunable parameters which may overfit the historical data.

The method, as stated, should be tested on a separate set of
earthquakes, preferably which feature foreshocks.

On 4 July 2019, an Mw 6.4 earthquake ruptured previously unmapped
orthogonal faults near Ridgecrest. A very productive sequence of earth-
quakes followed this event. Two days later, an Mw 7.1 earthquake
ruptured a northwest-trending fault system. Relocated catalogs
enhanced by template matching were available promptly after the bulk of
the sequence. Here, we use the Shelly 2020 augmented catalog.

On 28 December 2019, Mw 4.7 and, a few hours later, Mw 5.0
earthquakes marked the start of a vigorous sequence of small
earthquakes just south of Maria Antonia, Puerto Rico. On 6 January
2020, an Mw 5.8 earthquake struck, followed the next day by an Mw 6.4
event with a normal-faulting mechanism. The aftershock productivity of
this sequence was remarkably high.
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So how does this work?
LARGE EARTHQUAKE (foreshocks?)

a) Make a near-source catalog in a 3 km-wide box where there are the most 'early'
aftershocks from the two candidate gCMT focal mechanism solutions (ambiguous for
ridgecrest).
b) Calculate a background b-value (max curvature plus 0.2 catalog completeness)
c) After user-defined blind-time measure b-values, relative the the background level, in
a sliding 250 event window (max curvature plus 0.2 catalog completeness on whole
post-eq. catalog, then repeated in each window)
d) Issue warning (in real time)

LARGER EARTHQUAKE (Mainshock?)

Repeat a) through d)

A decrease in the relative b-value (-10%) indicates that current events
are part of a foreshock sequence

An increase in the relative b-value (+10) indicates that the current
events are part of an aftershock sequence

Otherwise, a b-value near background levels is ambiguous

Sensitivity Analysis Conclusions - Decisions Matter
Gulia, Wiemer & Vannucci, 2020 (independently) conducted their own pseudo-
prospective test on the Ridgecrest sequence. Below is their preferred result.
Their time-series is an extremum in our sampling. Note that we had minor
differences in our assessment of completeness (we are nonetheless able to
reproduce these results exactly).

They too present an alternate approach to explore sensitivity to expert judgement.

An important
distinction is that,
our results
sample the E-W
plane, whereas
these sample
the N-S plane for
the foreshock.
Our Monte Carlo
simulations
sample both
planes.
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For Ridgecrest:
A red warning (reduced b-value) in the foreshock sequence is correct
A yellow warning during the aftershock sequence is ambiguous

For Puerto Rico:
A red warning (reduced b-value) in the foreshock is correct*
A red warning (even more reduced b-value) is incorrect**
*the method was adapted to allow for a smaller foreshock (M5.0)
**unless there is a larger event yet to come

Monte Carlo sampling of reasonable parameters suggest warnings are very
sensitive to decisions left to expert judgement.

Spatial b-value change by Gulia et al.,
2020. Change after the the M6.4 is most
negative near the hypocenter of the
impending M7.1. This helps explain why
the E-W source volume does not show
the same reduction in b-value. Could
this be a way to hone in on the
location of the upcoming event?

Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 summary time series of the relative b-value. Each
individual time series samples uniform priors for the background catalog start date (2000–
2012), foreshock source volume choice (choosing one or the other of the two orthogonal
planes ruptured in the foreshock), Mc maximum curvature correction (0.1–0.3), and blind
times after the foreshock (0.01–0.5 days) and mainshock (0.5–5) days. (b) Corresponding
histogram of the median relative b-value of the foreshock and aftershock periods. (c)
Distribution of the change in the median value of the relative b-value after the Mw 7.1
mainshock across all the realizations.

From the set of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations:
7.4% correctly identify the foreshock and aftershock sequence.
76.7% provide neutral assessments that do not contradict the observed outcome.

Correct identifications are possible, perhaps even preferable, given careful expert
judgment in the specification of parameters, but are not a representative outcome
of allowable decisions.

Read our paper
https://rb.gy/k5ia9m
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